XV. CANTUS.

Hope you no more fail fountain, what need you

Sleep is a reconciling,
A witch that ease beggers:
Dost not the liars note holding,
When fair are on their feet,
Tell you then tell end eyes,
Melode in weeping,
While the lias sleeping [i]:
Solidly [i]: now solidly lies sleeping.

SALTUS.

Sleep is a reconciling,
A witch that ease beggers:
Dost not the liars note holding,
When fair are on their feet,
Tell you then tell end eyes,
Melode in weeping,
While the lias sleeping [i]:
Solidly [i]: now solidly lies sleeping.

BASSUS.

Sleep is a reconciling,
A witch that ease beggers:
Dost not the liars note holding,
When fair are on their feet,
Tell you then tell end eyes,
Melode in weeping,
While the lias sleeping [i]:
Solidly [i]: now solidly lies sleeping.

TENOR.

Sleep is a reconciling,
A witch that ease beggers:
Dost not the liars note holding,
When fair are on their feet,
Tell you then tell end eyes,
Melode in weeping,
While the lias sleeping [i]:
Solidly [i]: now solidly lies sleeping.